User Experience Guide for Practice Mode
Practice Mode allows you to combine modules into one experience (leading with questions) called Practice Sets. The practice set
mode also utilizes the adaptive engine. You can create multiple, custom practice sets with different configurations of modules. Please
note that once you have included questions from a module in a practice set, they can only be accessed again by re-opening that
practice set under the Sustain area on your Dashboard.

Practice Set Experience
On your dashboard, you’ll see a tile for Practice
Sets. It is colored Grey. This feature will allow
you to mix and match questions between
modules. You can also take any module on its
own.
Select the tile to continue.

Select the area that states Add Practice Set.

This popup window will help you determine which
modules/questions you will experience in a single
practice set.
Check each module you are interested in. You
can also select the filter icon to reduce the
number of questions (see next step).

Each practice set needs a title.
Note: Once you have completed all the questions
from one module, you can’t include them in a
new practice set, you’ll have to return to the
practice set you included them in.
When select the filter icon, you’ll be able to
choose a subset of questions or any unseen
questions from previous practice sets. When you
are ready with your selections, hit CONFIRM and
then CREATE PRACTICE SET.

After you’ve created your practice set, a tile will
appear on your sub-dashboard that shows any
practice sets. You can return to the main
dashboard by selecting Dashboard above the
tiles.
You can enter that practice set by selecting the
tile.
Once you enter, you’ll be in an experience driven
by the adaptive engine.

(See User Experience Guide for Adaptive Mode)

If you create multiple practice sets, they will
appear as separate tiles.
Once you’ve completed all questions within a
practice set, it will move to the Sustain area.
You can select any tile in the Sustain area to
practice the questions again.

You’ll first be presented with questions, and after
you finish them again, you can also keep
practicing by selecting CONTINUE
PRACTICING.

